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ABSTRACT
Due to their favourable properties, nanocomposites have lately become one of the most actively researched substances in scientific disciplines. The stationary and dynamic performance of handwoven coir/glass polymer nanocomposites, including tension, quasi-static penetration, and low intensity characteristics, was examined in this work. Cold pressing moulding was used to create biocomposites using different optical combinations. As reference, quasi-glass and coco fibre composite materials with polyamide matrices have also been created. Structural qualities such as tension, impact, and depression have been tested in accordance with the ASTM specification. Their findings revealed that including fibreglass into the biocomposites enhanced the aggregate characteristics of the material. The structural rigidity of hybridization cement composite fibres just at the apical surface was equivalent to that of glass fibre reinforced materials. Furthermore, when compared to many other material properties, hybrid polymers with fibreglass on the outside had the best different energy retention. This discovery motivates additional research into mixed coir/glass polymer nanocomposites for a wide range of purposes.
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INTRODUCTION
Hybrid composite polymerization, which feels a greater sense of fiber-based high modulus, has received a lot of attention in the last year. Fibres are very good polymers in the industry. In recent generations, incentives and rewards have been employed to substitute copper metals for a range of commercial purposes. Fibres have acquired appeal as a replacement for metallic materials because of their exceptional flexibility and modulus, improved wear as well as shock resistance, enhanced performance factor, lightness, and excellent low toxicity \cite{1}. Different materials have been utilised in numerous structural parts in the vehicle industry to minimise emissions. Compounds in natural fibres are divided into two types: elastomers and polyesters. Elastomers are increasingly used because they may be moulded after the first procedure, but biodegradable plastics are generally irrevocable, implying that they’re not reusable. Carbon emissions have sparked an endeavour to
decrease the use of non-environmentally sustainable materials like thermoset plastics and manufactured textiles. Natural fabrics are one option for reducing the use of synthetic fabrics. Organic strands' often touted benefits are the major motivation behind their use as reinforcement for composite products. Natural fabrics have several advantages: they are environmentally friendly, have a low population density, and have a low manufacturing cost [2,3].

According to reports, linen, cotton, coco fiber, worsted wool, and straw are some of the most extensively researched natural materials. Coir is a tropical crop that has really acquired appeal owing to its abundance as well as market values. The quantity of useable coconut fibre that may be taken from the tree is double that of comparable natural materials, resulting in a substantial commercial benefit in the global marketplace for this material. Coco fibre fibres have been shown to be a better solution to fibreglass as just a reinforcement for composite materials [4]. While natural fabrics offer some advantages over artificial strands, they even have certain disadvantages, like higher humidity selectivity and tensile stability. A hybridization nanocomposite is created by combining a number of distinct fibre bands that are inserted into a unified framework. Homogenisation can bring together the strengths of every ingredient, resulting in better characteristics. As compared to solitary nanocomposites, biocomposites have a longer endurance lifetime, higher impact strength, and reduced notch susceptibility. Past research has shown that lignocellulosic biomass mixed textile materials, such as glass fibre, may be hybridised to increase the overall rigidity, durability, and water resistance of biocomposites [5].

Several researchers have tried to evaluate the physical characteristics of synthetic structures. The compressive characteristics of biocomposite synthetic fibre nanocomposite were examined. Researchers demonstrated that boosting the fibre glass component in the biocomposites achieved significant improvements in the mechanical characteristics of the biocomposites. Sandeep and Yogesha got comparable findings when they partially included fibreglass into the weaved kenaf fibre matrix composite compound, which enhanced the mechanical and tribological qualities. Mishra et al. carried out experimental characteristics of crystal leaves fibre reinforcement polyamide hybrids as well as crystal leaves got the best polypropylene composites. These studies revealed that significant homogenisation improved the mechanical properties of biocomposites [6]. Many researchers studied the compressive as well as semi-impact properties of a handwoven coir/glass hybridization composite metal lamination having varied thread layering patterns as well as the same fibre volume fraction. When contrasted to non-hybrid materials, biocomposites using fibreglass in the uppermost part showed the highest stress characteristics as well as impact tolerance [7,8].

There must be inadequate experimental investigations focusing on organic steel fibre nanocomposite, especially polypropylene-developed hybrid copolymers. As a result, both stationary and dynamic biomechanical reactions of interwoven coir/glass fibre reinforced polyamide heterostructures were explored in order to study the overall possibility of these areas for various uses.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 Materials
Globe Industries in India delivered polyethylene pellets with a thickness of 0.8 g/cm3. National
Coco Fiber Industries in India provided woven coco fibre cloth with an albedo weight of 300g/m2. GVR Floor Plan supplied 0.6 mm thick E-glass cloth with just an albedo thickness of 400 g/m2. Both the coco fibre as well as the E-glass material have a simple weaving design and had been trimmed to 300 mm x 300 mm even before the manufacturing operation.

2.2 Composite fabrication
The warm pressing moulded compression method was used to create normal and hybrid composite materials using different optical combinations. Three levels of textiles are alternately piled using polyethylene sheets in a photo frame mould measuring 300 mm x 300 mm x 3 mm. GGG as well as CCC are non-hybrid glasses as well as coco fabric composite plastics. GCG alludes to hybrid concrete structures wherein the coir fibres displaced the middle fibreglass, while CGC relates to hybrid laminated composites wherein natural fibres supplanted the uppermost fibreglass.

2.3 Materials Characterisation
To evaluate the tension characteristics of a plastic, the strength was measured in accordance with ASTM D3039. Test procedures were carried out in a closed environment with just a material testing 8872 linear actuator universality diagnostic tool with a dynamometer size of 30 kN. Throughout the ultimate tensile strength, the deflection movement velocity was held constant at 2 mm/min. Upon further identification and review, the mean findings were documented inside a bar diagram as well as a box plot showing the confidence interval.

A relatively non-pressing test was done to investigate the pressing strength of every composite material. In this study, the impact experiments were carried out in accordance with ASTM D 6264 by using desktop universal testing equipment 5231 equipped with a 200 kN strain gauge. All across the impact test, the crosshead movement velocity of 2 mm/min remained constant. The material was fastened to a factory coated steel type of pseudo impression apparatus composed of top and bottom assembling measuring 150 x 150 mm, approximately 30 millimetres thick, with such a circle hole measuring 60 in diameter including both slabs. To investigate the impression impedance as well as load bearing capacity, coercing curves were drawn. The confidence interval was then utilised to depict the indent qualities in a chart as well as a column chart. A degradation process of a sample's front and back surfaces was investigated deeper.

RESULT AND DISCUSSIONS
3.1 Tension Test
Figure 1 depicts the tension strength and its modulus of delamination. Whenever fibreglass was added to laminates, their tensile strength soared dramatically. This happens because fibreglass does have better stability than coconut fibre. Fiberglass fiber's good mechanical tenacity resulted in a favourable hybridization impact that improved tension characteristics. The tension characteristics of composites were enhanced even as the quantity of fibre glass sheets climbed. The quasi-GGG composites had a maximum strength of 86.9 MPa, followed by GCG as well as CGC biocomposites with 78 MPa and 39.32 MPa, correspondingly [9].
Fig.1. Tensile strength and its Modulus of Hybrid Composites

The GGG material has a 13.24% greater final strength over GCG reinforced composites. The structural rigidity of usually benign coir fiber-reinforced polymer polymers was 36.95 MPa. The elastic strength of laminates exhibited the same pattern. It must be noted, though, that GCG biocomposites have equivalent tensile stress to non-hybrid GGG materials. CGC biocomposites also demonstrated equivalent structural stress to quasi-CCC materials. This is because the uppermost strand levels in laminated composites are indeed the primary load carriers that support tension stress [10].

3.2 indentation Test

The results of the experiments are summarised using coercing graphs, overall energy absorbing, peak demand, and damaged processes. Figure 2 depicts the standard sort of semi-indent pressure contours of quasi-as well as hybridization materials. As illustrated in Figure 4, and could withstand depression forces of up to 1300 N. This seems to be owing to the tenacity of fibreglass that prevents shearing particle development.
Furthermore, the maximum peak demand of hybrid material properties having a GCG fibre arrangement was really only 4.1% lower than that of conventional GGG laminates. Because the irreducibly complex material properties are indeed the key constituents that maintain the pressing pressure, any intermediate fibre substrate contributes to the implantation coercion. Experimental impose graphs of GGG as well as GCG composite fibreboard demonstrate a comparable tendency, with the knee position occurring whenever dislocation is around 5 mm. The knee position has been most likely triggered by the failure of the initial layer of reinforcement and resin. Furthermore, the coercing profiles of CGC as well as CCC laminated composites were found to be comparable. This demonstrates that now the direction of the compel contours of every composite is significantly reliant just on the combination laminate's exterior fibre levels [11].

3.3 Impact Testing
The reduced impact was performed to investigate the impacting properties of a structure while exposed to a falling weight contact with diverse energy values. This coercing curve, which depicts the influence behaviour of materials while exposed to limited intensity, is commonly used to characterise an object's affect qualities. Load-displacement curve shapes were divided into two categories: open and closed. The close version coercing plot shows the elastic behaviour of a composite during dynamic loads, while the open-loop system coercing curves depict the incidence of significant damage just on particle surfaces or miserable disasters inside the building frame.
Figure 3 depicts force-deformation contours for composites having various fibre arrangements. For every composite structure, its thermal expansion was set at 6 J, 12 J, and 17 J. The impose graphs of any and all excitement reveal a nearly identical tendency, as illustrated in Figure 7. Both GGG and GCG hybrid fiberboard displayed close type curves whenever the impact strength was set at 6J and 12J, as well as the maximum pressure, which has been seen whenever the material has been recessed to roughly 8mm. Furthermore, with a metabolic rate of 12 J, the highest movement of GGG as well as GCG hybrid fiberboard remained greater than 6 J. For something like an impact strength of 2 J, this parabola is the unstructured type, with perforations occurring both in GGG as well as hybrid GCG materials. Whenever the pressure characteristics of quasi GGG as well as hybrid GCG combination fiberboard were evaluated, it must have been determined that the GCG polymer blends displayed impacting characteristics equivalent to those found in GGG material properties [12,13].

CONCLUSION
The outcomes of various fibre arrangements just on tension, relatively non-penetration, as well as low stress reactions of coco fibre fiber-reinforced polymer polyamide hybrids are examined in this work. Depending on the statistics, the following conclusions were reached: Whenever fibreglass was added into hybrid composites, the tension characteristics increased based on the positive hybridization impact. Generally, quasi-glass fibres outperformed hybrids as well as quasi-cocoa fibre composite parts in terms of mechanical characteristics. The impact resistance of hybrid nanocomposite fibreglass in the uppermost part of laminates was equivalent to that of quasi glass fibre hybrids. Its relatively non-impact test findings demonstrated that individual GGG hybrids seemed to have the greatest penetration resilience of any composite structure, independent of fabric structure. In comparison to non-GG laminates, the maximum stress of biocomposites using GCG fibre configurations was only 4.21%. It means that heterostructures might be used to replace single-
glass-fiber reinforced materials.
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